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Address geocoding and simply geocoding
Process of a text-based description of a location, such as an
address or the name of place, and returning geographic
coordinates, frequently latitude/longitude pair, to identify a
location on the Earth's surface [3].

Conclusion

Introduction
GPS devices and other popular software, typically find yourself
with information around latitude and longitude coordinate
information, is great, but not exactly human readable. Readable
format address information with streets, cities, countries, etc.
Reverse geo coder API that allows you to take latitude and
longitude information collected from elsewhere and converts it into
address information Retrieving assets from inside a secure element
should be difficult. The cryptographic keys stored in the Non
Volatile Memory area, the algorithms. We have only access to the
data [1]. Using of specifically designed graphic tool to reason about
the data such that we are able to understand the principle of the
algorithm.

Geocode uses a web-based interactive approach which are feasible
and cost effective method for improving the quality of geocoded
data. Effort level depends on the type of data geocoded. These
results can be used to choose between data improvement options
e.g., manual intervention, pseudo coding/geo-imputation, field GPS
readings are used for different purposes and used in spatial
arrangements. Less quantitative research presented on the cost
effectiveness of correcting geocodes through manual interactive
processes, the most cost effective methods for improving geocoded
data are unclear.
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Reverse geocoding
World of smartphones and Internet devices, location data around
us. Computers understand place is very different from humans.
Specific location like latitude, longitude rotation and coordinates
make sense to machines, but addresses and place names are we
interpret a location.
Calling a Reverse Geo coder API- While it's possible to build your
own geo coder. Know individual sample location, such as where
you are right now, in coordinates to make the call.
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